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Abstract

The Courant-Snyder invariants become Lyapunov functions when the /3-functions ad-
mit non-zero lower, and finite upper bounds. The long-term stability of motion then
follows. This alternative criterion for the long-term stability of motion can be generalized
to the non-linear case. A single particle subjected to an arbitrary static magnetic field is
considered in some detail, as an example.



1. Introduction

The long-term stability of the beam in a storage ring has long been an unsolved prob-
lem.1>6>ls~22 We would like to present here a new approach to this problem by extending
classic Courant-Snyder invariants to the full, nonlinear equations of motion case. The
point is that the invariants are, at the same time, Lyapunov functions7 when the relevant
^-functions admit non-zero lower, and finite upper-bounds. The long-term stability of
motion then follows. This criterion of stability can be easily transferred to the nonlinear
case, in contradistinct'/ni to the usual criterion formulated in terms of the trace of a transfer
matrix. Hence we replace the long-term stability problem for nonlinear equations of motion
with the problem of existence of the non-zero lower bound, and the finite upper bound
of the generalized /^-functions. The latter problem can be approached, both analytically
or numerically using electronic computers. In the last event one gains an insight into
asymptotic regions of the survival plots which lie far beyond the reach of the conventional
particle tracking techniques.

2. The Model

We start with the simplest case of interest of a single, on momentum, charged particle
motion subjected to the Lorentz force produced by a static magnetic field. Possible effects
of acceleration, linear coupling, beam intensity, power supplies ripples, residual gas scat-
tering and other complications will not be treated here. We hope that this is excusable for
the first paper on the subject. In the right (x, y, s)-particle accelerators coordinate system,
the equations of motion can be written as follows9

a. x' — a + tpx,

b. a' = -kxx + (pa,

c. y =b + <py,

d. b' = -kyy + ip\>.

where we have used the usual notations

kx = h2 + hh, (2.2)
and

ky = -hbh (2.3)

and

A - ! - 2 * (2.4)
P CPQ

are periodic functions of the position s in a ring, while the coordinates a, b

—A »-&, (2.5)
Po Po

where po is a kinetic momentum of the reference particle and pXiPy axe its transversal
components. In short, the equations of motion can be written as

z' = A(s)z + v(z,s), (2.6)
where



X

a
z =

y
b.

and, in absence of the linear coupling, the j4-matrix is quasidiagonal

_ \AX 0 1

where

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

The functions cp (z, s) represent nonlinearities introduced by a static magnetic field, and by
the relativistic kinematics factors, as well. The condition (2.4) ensures that the reference
curve, z = 0, is a solution of the equations of motion

¥>(0,s) = 0. (2.10)

We are interested in the stability of the reference trajectory, (trivial, 2 = 0 solution), that
is we ask whether nearby curves stay that way for sufficiently long time. More exactly, we
will ask, first, the simpler question whether curves nearby the reference curve stay that way
for all times. This problem is classic and over hundred years old by now. The first method,
due to Poincare,8 of solving the stability problem is to consider only the infinitesimally
close trajectories which amounts to neglecting the higher order than linear terms in the
equations of motion. The resulting linear equations, with periodic coefficients, (Floquet
case),11'12

z' = A(s)z, (2.11)

are basic for the Courant-Snyder theory. The second method, introduced by Lyapunov,
connects the stability issue with the existence of a function v (z, s) satisfying the require-
ments14

where

and

and

1° v (z, s) <w (z), for all s > SQ,

2° t

3° w (z) > 0 when z ^ 0,

dv _ dv 4 a

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

The very existence of such the function, called - Lyapunov function, entails the stability
of the reference trajectory. Moreover, the stability is in the large, which means that the
nearby curves may stay on some finite distance from the reference curve. We note, in



passing, that only knowledge of the equations of motion itself is sufficient to settle the
question of stability of the zero solution, without actually solving the equations.

Following our strategy, we will briefly rederive essential elements of the Courant-Snyder
theory and formulate an alternative, to the usual, condition for long-term stability of
motion.

3. The Courant-Snyder Invariants as the Lyapunov Functions and the Long-
Term Stability Criterion

The linearized equations of motion axe of the Kamiltonian form

x' = a,

a' = -k(s)x, k(s) = k(s + C).

Similar equations hold for the vertical betatron motion. Since the motions axe decoupled, it
will be sufficient to consider only one of them, say - horizontal motion, in order to illustrate
our point. General solution of the above equations is given by the transfer matrix

X(S)=M(S,SQ)XQ, (3.2)

which is symplectic, and satisfies the conditions

r o n
M*M = v, a = \ l o j ' (3>3)

M (s", s) M (s, s1) = M (s", s') , for any s, (3.4)

M(3n
13

l)^M-1(3l
13")t (3.5)

M (s" + C, sf + C) = M (s", s') , C-circumference. (3.6)

The matrix M admits convenient parameterization1'10 which is particularly simple for the
single turn transfer matrix

M(s) = M(s + C, s) = cos /si + sin (J. J (S) , (3.7)

where
 f n

and where the Courant-Snyder-Twiss, (CST), parameters oc, /?,7 are periodic functions
while the tune — /x is position independent. The parameters are constrained by the sym-
plecticity requirement

i ( 2) (3.9)
7 =

It follows from the relations (3.4) - (3.6) that the single turn transfer matrices are connected
as follows

M (s") = M (s", J) M (*') M-1 (s", sf) . (3.10)



We may infer from this the following differential equations for the parameters

0 = -2a, (3.11)

a' = *0-7, (3.12)

V = 2ka. (3.13)

The constraint (3.9) is compatible with these equations, and, in fact, the last equation
follows from the previous ones, for any function k. The function-/? can always be assumed
to be non-negative. Moreover, because of the equation

20' -(/? ')2 + 4fc/32 = 4, (3.14)

which follows from the above equations, the assumption that, @(SQ) = 0, leads to an
apparent contradiction. Hence, the /̂ -function is strictly positive, periodic function which
is continuous, together with its first derivative.

Knowing a solution of the linearized equations motion (3.1) one can construct the
Courant-Snyder invariant1

€ = - (sin/*)"1 X a MX = -X <rJX, (3.15)

= * [ l *f\X* (3-16)

= 1 \x2 + (ax + 0a)2] > 0. (3.18)

Bringing the real symmetric matrix of this quadratic form to the diagonal form, by an
orthogonal transformation,

RX = f, (3.19)

one finds for the invariant the expression

€ = \+$i + A_£f, (3.20)

where the eigenvalues A± satisfy the equation

7 ~ A * =A2-A(/3 + 7) + l = 0. (3.21)

Hence, we get
1/2

(3.22)

(3.23)

2 v - • , , -

Both roots are real because of the inequality



which follows from the well know inequality

0 + j > 2, (3.24)

valid for any non-negative real number /3. Denoting

i {ft + 7) = chX = 1 + K, (3.25)

we get the estimates

A+ = chX + (ch2X - l ) 1 / 2 = eX < 2chX, (3.26)
and

A. = chX - (ck2X - if2 = e"* > - ^ . (3.27)

Also we get the inequalities

A+ = 1 + K + («2 + 2K) 1 /2 > 1, (3.28)
and

A_ = 1 + K - (/c2 + 2K) 1/2 < 1. (3.29)

As the result, the inequalities hold

0 < A_ < 1 < A+ < oo. (3.30)
It follows from this and from the orthogonality of the matrix R, that the following inequal-
ities are satisfied

A_ (x2 + a2) < € < A+ (x2 + a2) . (3.31)

It is thus clear that the Courant-Snyder invariant will become a Lyapunov function when
the eigenvalue A+ admits an upper bound, independent of s. It is obvious from the formula
(3.22) that A+ attains its maximum value when the 0 + y does. This, in turn, implies an
extreme of the ^-function because of the relation

g)2^]} (,32,
The expression in the curly bracket vanishes only when k = 1 as it follows from the equation
(3.14) for the /^-function. Assuming that k =fi 1, which can happen rather accidentally, we
conclude that maximum of chX is attained when ^-function has its extremum, i.e. when
P' vanishes. Thus we obtain

sup (chX) = sup± {f+fj= \rn, (3.33)

where m is some fixed positive number, or infinity, which is greater of the two numbers

m = max



and where we have denoted, as usual

P = sup(0), 0 = inf((3). (3.35)

Assuming that the number m is finite

0 < m < oo, (3.36)

which in turns implies that
$ > 0 and /? < oo, (3.37)

we get from (3.26) and (3.27) the inequalities

A+ < m, (3.38)
and

A_ > —. (3.39)

As a result we obtain the estimates

- (x2 + a2) < e < m (x2 + a2) . (3.40)

Hence, the Courant-Snyder invariant becomes the Lyapunov function and the long-term
stability of motion follows. In fact, the first inequality implies

\x (s) | < (e m)1 / 2 < A, (2A - aperture), (3.41)

when the emittance is restricted to
A2

€ < —. (3.42)
TO

This, in fact, makes it unnecessary to go any deeper into Lyapunov's theory itself, as the
stability region became completely known. Thus the existence of bounds $ and J3, implies
the long-term stability of motion, in the large. Hence, the essential limitation of Poincaxe's
approach, which secures the stability of only orbits which are infinitesimally close to the
reference trajectory, is remedied. In the case when

m = $ + 4, (3.43)

one gets the well known condition on the emittance

A2 A2

< S7TJST (3'44)
If, however,

m = /? + j , (3.45)



we obtain instead the restriction

$2 (3.46)

To summarize, the long-term stability of motion is guaranteed when the /^-function admits
finite lower and upper bounds

0 < $ < P < co. (3.47)

This, in turn, imposes restriction on the focusing function kx (s) which appears in the
equations of motion (3.1), and in the equation for the /^-function (3.14), as well.

Let us recall that the usual condition for stability, which requires that the tune \x to
be a real number

trM (s) = 2 cos ft < 2, (3.4S)

and thus entails that the characteristic multipliers, e*lliS, became benign phase factors.
However the phase factors do not play any role in the nonlinear case, and the above
condition become meaningless when the nonlinearities are present.

We will assume in the sequel that the stability conditions (3.47) are satisfied on the
level of the linearized equations of motion (3.1). We will then perturb the system, by
including the nonlinear terms and we will ask for the stability conditions of the perturbed
motion. Before doing so we will need to generalize the Courant-Snyder invariants to the
nonlinear case.

4. Generalization of the Courant-Snyder Invariants to the Non-Linear Case
and the Stability Criterion

Let us define the "quadratic" form

E-X lTx

[Ax

= Tx2 + 2Axa + Ba2, (4.2)

and similar for the vertical motion, where the new CST parameters i?, A, T are assumed
to be periodic functions of 5 satisfying the conditions similar to those from the linearized
case

TB - A2 = 1, (4.3)

and

ds ~

T, (4.4)

^ = 2KA,
ds

where the function K is determined by the requirement that E is a constant of motion of
the full equation (2.6)

f = 0. (4.5)



As the result we get for the quantity K the expression

K = k + Ak, (4.6)

where
1

" " ' " • ~ A < 1 + * V * + A x + B a * * ' ( 4 < 7 )

The ^-function has the properties similar to those of the original ^-function. It is positive
and satisfy the differential equation which follow from the equations (4.4)

2BB" - {B'f + 4KB2 = 4. (4.8)

The difference is that now J5, .4, F depend on z (5), and the last equation becomes highly
nonlinear since the new coefficients enter the quantity K, also. Nevertheless, the gener-
alized Courant-Snyder invariant is positive definite due to the constraint (4.3). The same
sort of considerations, mutatis muta-idis, as in the linear case apply here and we may write
the estimates

^ 2 2 ) ( 2 2) (4.9)

where, as before [cf (3.40)],

M = sup(B + ̂ j =maxlB + i;B + ~\, (4.10)

where again as before, B is maximum of B, and B is its minimum value. Assuming that

M < 00, (4.11)

which holds when the bounds of B-function satisfy the restriction

0 < B < B < 00, (4.12)

the long-term stability of motion, in the large, then follows. Assuming that

E ̂  w (4"13)

we get the stability condition, for all times

\x{s)\<A, S>SQ. (4.14)

Similar considerations apply, obviously, to the vertical motion.



5. Formal Solution of the Perturbed Equations of Motion

We will apply the method of variation of constants when dealing with the equations
(2.6) and (4.4). One starts with the linearized equations of motion f2.ll) and finds a closed
orbit solution first

Then, one is seeking a solution of the^Ul equation (2.6) in the form

f \ __ rp (a e \ ~ (o\ ^f^O^

where now the function ZQ (S) solves the resultant equation

z'Q (s) = T " 1 (s, so) <p [T (s, so) ZQ (s), s]. (5.3)

Integrating and iterating one gets the result
3

/ \ , / rp— 1 / / \ Trn { I \ ( t\ II j I

ZQ (S) = Zo + / i ^5 ,S0/ V L V >^0j Zo ̂ S J , S J OS "=

where we denoted

ZQ (S) — ZQ,

4 1 )M = -o-
(5.5)

4 n ) (s) = zQ + f T"1 (s1, so) ip [ r (s', SQ) zln~x) (s1) , s] ds', n = 1,2,..

Applying the transfer matrix to ZQ (S) we thus obtain the solution for z (s)

where
z(0) (s) = zco (s),

i s') u> \z (s1) s'1 ds' etc

30

As the result we may write

where Za> denotes a functional dependence of the Az on the zco (s
1), for SQ < s' < s.
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6. Formal Solution of the Equations for the Generalized CST Parameters

Denoting

u =

'fi'
a.

. 7 .

B
A

r.

*I>B

+A
tpr

and

A —
0 - 2 0

Jfc 0 —1
0 2fc 0

, periodic matrix,

where

ipA = AkB,

\}>l = 2AkA,

we may write the equations (4.4) in the form

ft' = A (s) ft + tp [ft, z (s), s].

The same method of solving it as before yields

lim
n —* oo

where

= w (5) + / M (5,5;) ^ [w (y) , * (5') , 3'] i s ' , etc.

so
Here, u (5) is the periodic solution of the linearized equation

J =
and

Similar considerations apply to the vertical motion and yield the analogous result

a (5) = w (3) + Aw p 5 >, *W, SJ .

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

Knowing the B-function one may approach the question of existence of the finite lower, B,
and upper, B, bounds. This in turn imposes restrictions of the nonlinearities under which
the long-term stability of the beam holds.

We postpone applications of the scheme, to some concrete accelerating and steering
structures, to future publications.
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